
ATHLETICS, HEALTH  
AND WELLNESS

• Health and wellness 
center (formerly 
fitness center)

• Varsity gym  
reserved seating

ENHANCE SCOPE OF  
INTERIOR LEARNING SPACES

• Elevated furnishings  
in four “commons” 
academic areas

• Learning center 
equipment and seating

• Upgraded finishes,  
lighting and furnishings  
in Golden Bear 
Boulevard and dining 
commons

• WARL news ticker  
and signage

• Digital learning wall

CREATE INVITING,  
STIMULATING EXTERIOR 
LEARNING SPACES

• Main entry plaza
• South Golden Bear 

Boulevard entry
• Southeast entry plaza
• Outdoor furnishings  

and finishes
• Dining plaza
• Outdoor learning  

green courtyard
• Green roof courtyard
• Outdoor learning areas 

- elementary schools (5)

STEAM

• STEAM equipment 
and furnishings 
(Science, Technology, 
Engineering, The Arts 
and Mathematics)

HONOR OUR UPPER 
ARLINGTON TRADITION  
AND LEGACY

• A Foundation Room - 
to connect community 
members, alumni, 
current students  
and staff

• Upgrade architectural 
design details to 
celebrate the history  
of the Golden Bears

VISUAL ARTS

• Inspiring studio 
space and advanced 
equipment and 
materials 

• Gallery and  
display systems

PERFORMING ARTS

• Enhancements to the 
performing arts wing

• Eight Wenger,  
sound-isolating 
practice rooms

THE HONOR PROJECT

VIEW OF STUDIO

VIEW OF GOLDEN BEAR BOULEVARD THE VISION IS EXTRAORDINARY

With a deep devotion to our tradition of excellence,  
the Upper Arlington Legacy Capital Campaign seeks to  
exceed the community’s expectations for the future of 
education in Upper Arlington. The honor project goes  
beyond the construction costs to further enhance students’ 
academic journey. 
The six new or renovated buildings will maintain the architectural 
integrity of our community landscape while transforming learning  
spaces and creating an educational experience unlike any other for  
our students.  

We envision hallways and rooms adorned with rich reminders of who we 
are as a community, connecting us to the past and inspiring students 
to navigate their way into the future. We imagine alumni returning to 
reminisce, and though the structure around them will be new, they will 
feel deeply connected, profoundly proud and happily home.

...Oh Arlington, dear Arlington
 Our hearts will ne’er forget 

The Gold and Black will bring us back  
To Dear Old Arlington

EXCEED

VIEW OF WEIGHT ROOM

EQUIPMENT EXAMPLE
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